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Multiple sequence alignment 
•  Sequence alignment as earlier discussed is the initial point in 

functional and structural protein characterization. 
•  Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is the alignment of more than 

two sequences. 
•  MSA helps to reveal ancestral relationships between organisms 

and conserved residues and motifs of functional importance. 
•  Some MSA programs include 

•  T-Coffee 
•  Muscle 
•  Mafft 
•  Clustal 
•  Promals3D 



Phylogenetics 

•  The study of evolutionary relatedness of 
organisms. Derived from two Greek words: 
•  Phle/Phylon: Tribe/Race 
•  Genetikos: Relative to Birth 



Phylogenetics 
•  Evolution is the change in distribution of allele 

frequencies from one generation to the next. 
•  Similarity in sequenced data is taken as an 

indication of evolutionary relatedness. 
Sequence difference is taken as a measure of 
evolutionary divergence. 

•  Progression rules: as an organism is more 
distant from its ancestor their characters are 
more evolved. 



Phylogenetic tree 

•  This is a branching diagram that infers 
evolutionary relationship of various species 
based on their physical or genetic traits. 

Phylogenetic Trees

� D fi i i b hi di i h i f d l i� Definition:�branching�diagram�representing��the�inferred evolutionary�
relationships�among�various�species�or�other�entities�based�upon�
similarities�and�differences�in�their�physical�and/or�genetic�characteristics.

� Assume�that�existing�biological�entities�have�radiated�from�a�common�
ancestor.

Leaves/Operational�taxonomic�
units�(OTUs)

Branches

Internal�nodes�/Hypothetical�
taxonomic�units�(HTUs)

Root



Rooted vs Un-rooted tree Rooted�and�Unrooted�trees

Rooted�TreeUnrooted Tree

� Does�not�show�the�direction�of�evolution � Direction�of�evolution�is�indicated�moving�
away�from�the�root

Both�trees�show�the�same�data�in�terms�of�relative�evolutionary�distance�between�
th bi d i ( h i th l ti b h l th )the�bird�species�(shown�in�the�relative�branch�lengths).

Rooted�and�Unrooted�trees

Rooted�TreeUnrooted Tree

� Does�not�show�the�direction�of�evolution � Direction�of�evolution�is�indicated�moving�
away�from�the�root

Both�trees�show�the�same�data�in�terms�of�relative�evolutionary�distance�between�
th bi d i ( h i th l ti b h l th )the�bird�species�(shown�in�the�relative�branch�lengths).

Un-rooted tree 
Does not show direction of 
evolution 

Rooted tree 
Direction of evolution indicated 
as moving away from the root 



Rooting a tree 
•  Two methods are known for tree routing: 

1.  Outgroup Criteria: include in the analysis a group od 
sequences known as a priori to be external to the group in 
study; the root is by necessity the branch joining the 
outgroup and the other sequences 

2.  Molecular clock: all lineages are supported to have evolved 
with the same speed since divergence from their common 
ancestor. The root is at the equidistant point from all tree 
leaves . 



Rooting a tree with an outgroup 
•  This is the use of an organism or group of organisms 

(outgroup) that are more evolutionary distant to the 
group in study (internal group). 

•  The common ancestor is therefore placed between the 
internal group and the outgroup. This effectively roots 
the tree and evolutionary distances will be relative to 
this point. (gives a direction of evolution) 

Tree�Rooting
� Therefore the use of the outgroup criterion is preferred for certain applications.

� Use an organism/group of organisms that is more evolutionary distant in relation
t th b f th b i t di d th th l ti t thto the members of the group being studied than they are relative to one another.

� The common ancestor can be placed between the outgroup and the ingroup,
effectively rooting the tree as evolutionary distances will be relative to this pointeffectively rooting the tree, as evolutionary distances will be relative to this point.

OutgroupIngroup



Selecting an outgroup 
•  An outgroup should not be too distantly related 

to the internal group, this results in very long 
branch lengths that distort the remaining 
branches rendering the topology unreliable. 

•  The outgroup should also not be too closely 
related to the internal group this may not make 
a true outgroup. 

•  Using various outgroup species may better 
balance the final tree branching. 













Distance methods 
•  To estimate evolutionary distances between sequences 

there is need for statistical / evolutionary models. 
•  Statistical models estimate for evolutionary distance while 

accounting for residue substitution and homoplasy. 
•  Juke-Cantors: good for distances <10% 
•  Kimura-2: distance 10-30% and transitions ~= 

transversions 
•  Tamura: distances 10-30% and strong G+C bias 
•  Jin-Nei γ: distance 10-30% and varying transition-

transvertion rates 
•  Tajima-Nei: distances 30-100% 

•  These evolutionary distances are then converted into a 
distance matrix used in building the tree 





Method of building a tree 

1.  Distance methods 
2.  Character based methods 

1.  Maximum parsimony 
2.  Maximum likelihood 

3.  Bayesian inference 

















Character based methods 
•  This analyses any set of discrete character, that is 

each position in an aligned sequence character. 
•  All character can be analyzed separately and 

independently of one another. 

•  These include: 
1.  Maximum Parsimony (MP) 
2.  Maximum Likelihood (ML) 
3.  Bayesian methods 







Maximum likelihood 
•  Maximum Likelihood evaluates the topologies of 

different trees given a particular evolution 
model and picks the best one according to the 
likelihood score. (tree with the highest 
likelihood) 

•  It considers all characters and looks for trees 
that best suit a given evolution model. 

•  It is possibly more accurate than Maximum 
parsimony if the appropriate model is chosen. 



Bootstrapping 
•  Bootstrapping is commonly used test of reliability 

of inferred phylogenetic tree. 
•  A single tree may not be credible given the 

dependencies involved: (characters, evolutionary 
model, parameters).  

•  Bootstrapping is done by generating 100-1000 
replicas of your data (arrange character positions 
at random, to create a series of bootstrap samples 
of same size as original data) 

•  The bootstrap datasets are analyzed looking for 
consistency. Variation among the datasets is used 
to estimate error involved in making estimates in 
the original data 





summary 
•  UPGMA assumes molecular clock, so provides  a 

rooted tree (this assumption may be too strong 
in some cases) 

•  Neighbor joining has been proved to create 
correct trees when evolutionary rates vary. 

•  Maximum Parsimony is good for closely related 
sequences 

•  Maximum likelihood methods is the general of 
all three. 










